Cats and Dogs

Cats and dogs make excellent pets, but an appropriate choice depends on pet management, cost, and accommodations.

1. Topic: Management

**Topic 1 - Aspect 1:** Cats
- Detail: Don’t have to be watched during the day
- Detail:

**Topic 2 - Aspect 1:** Dogs
- Detail: Shouldn’t be left alone
- Detail:

2. Topic:

**Topic 1 - Aspect 2:** Cats
- Detail:
  - Detail:

**Topic 2 - Aspect 2:** Dogs
- Detail:
  - Detail:

3. Topic:

**Topic 1 - Aspect 3:** Cats
- Detail:
  - Detail:

**Topic 2 - Aspect 3:** Dogs
- Detail:
  - Detail:

**Conclusion**
When considering adopting a pet, a prospective owner must consider the lifestyle, finances, and household accommodations that the pet would require. Owners who neglect to compare these aspects will often not care for their pet in a safe manner.
Cats and Dogs

Cats and dogs make excellent pets, but an appropriate choice depends on pet management, cost, and accommodations.

The first difference between cats and dogs is management. Cats don’t have to be watched during the day. And it is easier to get care if the owner travels. In contrast, dogs shouldn’t be left alone. They may get into trouble if left by themselves. And it is more difficult to find a good dog resort or someone to look after the dog if the owner travels.

The second difference is cost. Cats are less expensive to own and take care of. Food and health care costs are usually fairly low. Also, cats are less likely to damage property or hurt themselves. On the other hand, dogs often chew on furniture, damage gates or fences and sometimes they get into fights and hurt themselves.

The final difference is accommodations. Cats don’t take up much space. They don’t need a large area to run around. And they can take care of themselves most of the time. They don’t cause trouble to their owners or other people. Dogs, however, often need a yard or fence. And because they like to bark and run around, they need more safety and protective measures.

When considering adopting a pet, you must consider the management, cost and accommodations that the pet would require. Owners who don’t think about these aspects will often not care for their pet in a safe manner.
Cats and Dogs

Cats and dogs make excellent pets, but an appropriate choice depends on pet management, expenses, and accommodations.

1. **Topic Sentence** - Cats make less of an impact on an owner’s lifestyle.

   **Topic 1 - Aspect 1:** Cats
   • Detail: Don’t have to be watched during the day
   • Detail: Easier to get care if owner travels
   **Topic 2 - Aspect 1:** Dogs
   • Detail: Shouldn’t be left alone
   • Detail: Harder to get care when away

2. **Topic Sentence** - Cats are less expensive to own and care for.

   **Topic 1 - Aspect 2:** Cats
   • Detail: Food and health care are usually less expensive
     • Detail: Less likely to cause property damage
   **Topic 2 - Aspect 2:** Dogs
   • Detail: Food is more expensive
   • Detail: Over-breeding causes some health problems

3. **Topic Sentence** - Cats don’t need special accommodation.

   **Topic 1 - Aspect 3:** Cats
   • Detail: Don’t take up much space
   • Detail: Less trouble
   **Topic 2 - Aspect 3:** Dogs
   • Detail: Often need yard and fence
   • Detail: Require more safety and protective measures

**Conclusion**
When considering adopting a pet, a prospective owner must consider the lifestyle, finances, and household accommodations that the pet would require. Owners who neglect to compare these aspects will often not care for their pet in a safe manner.